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    Commerce in Wood Green has until now been a shallow layer of building along the High Road, 
closely connected with often considerably older residential buildings behind and at the sides, and 
visible at every street entrance and crossing. It would contribute to maintaining this character if the 
houses in the Caxton Road and Mayes Road terraces facing the shopping centre were retained to 
knit new buildings on the unused or redeveloped sites into their surroundings, and help maintain a 
sense of connection with the area’s past, and sustain it’s mixed character.  
    Making a fetish of a few significant buildings will not do this, in fact it will tend to emphasise any 
absence of interest in the immediate detail of the streetscape. A distant view of Alexandra Palace 
from the High Road, down a canyon of new facades, possibly of considerable height, will only 
emphasise the distance and separateness of the Palace and park. It’s only once you are past the 
barrier of the railway (improving the tunnel will be an excellent thing) that the easy accessibility of 
the park will be apparent. There will also still be the interruption of Mayes Road itself, which forms 
a distinct break as far as users on the ground are concerned between the Caxton Road and Coburg 
Road areas. It would be better to acknowledge the separateness of the various areas and treat them 
with more attention to their immediate locality. The need to refer constantly to a distant point 
outside the immediate urban space, to give character and a sense of direction and identity, suggests 
that a failure to do so in the immedaite locality is already taken for granted. 
 
Library 
Page 123 of the local plan document specifies a ‘landmark’ building in the area of the Library and 
town square opening off the High Road. This could perfectly well be provided by the existing 
Library itself and the by now signature space in front of it which has developed a ‘tradition’ of use 
by evangelists and campaigners (recognised by naming it ‘Free Speech area’). Haringey has a 
number of excellent examples of mid-twentieth-century library architecture - Wood Green central, 
Hornsey, Alexandra Park. - and it would be a great pity to lose them.  
    Although at first sight the Library appears to close off this space to the area behind, it does this 
only slightly. About half the building is actually behind the terrace of High Road shops, and covers 
their unattractive backs from the west. It also shields the space behind from easterly wind. Opening 
the space immediately south of the Library would allow a view through at a glance from the High 
Street, and so give an initial sight of a square behind.  
    If the existing dreary quadrant of shopping space behind the Library was removed, and the retail 
units relocated in a new building (perhaps behind the northern half of the Library, extending round 
towards the space now occupied by Morrisons carpark), then the remaining covered space outside 
the entrance to the Library proper can become a gateway to the square. Given that the building 
appears to rest on substantial columns, perhaps the south end wall could also be opened out, 
creating a varied, partly covered and partly open way into a square behind. Refacing with the 
intended tiles, and generous plant cover from the balconies, would make the building and entrance 
to the square a striking and unusual feature. As a now long-familiar feature of the High Road, the 
Library’s appearance would also act as a transition between the Edwardian High Road facades and 
new build in the new town square and beyond. The relatively intimate entrance to new St. Pancras 
Square , with some old building embedded in it, which does a lot to alleviate the bland bulk of  new 
build behind, is an example worth considering. 
    The Library continues to be well-used (all the study areas packed on a Saturday morning) even 
with it’s depleted shelves. It could probably develop much further as a community centre, with 
space for function rooms, community organisation offices etc., possibly a theatre/auditorium, 
which a number of people have suggested. There could also be an opportunity for additional space 
in an appropriate upward extension to the building along the lines of the glazed storeys added to 
Tate Modern/Bankside Powerstation. The Plan appears to identify this site as one potentially for a 
tall building, which suggests the intention is to retain a major street frontage of some kind here 






